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We give JamesStein type estimators of a multivariate normal mean vector by
shrinkage towards a closed convex set K with a smooth or piecewise smooth
boundary. The rate of shrinkage is determined by the curvature of the boundary of
K at the projection point onto K. By considering a sequence of polytopes Kj con-
verging to K, we show that a particular estimator we propose is the limit of a
sequence of shrinkage estimators towards K j given by M. E. Bock (1982). In fact
our estimators reduce to the JamesStein estimator and to the Bock estimator when
K is a point and a convex polyhedron, respectively. Therefore they can be con-
sidered as natural extensions of these estimators. Furthermore we apply the same
method to the problem of improving the restricted mle by shrinkage towards the
origin in the multivariate normal mean model where the mean vector is restricted
to a closed convex cone with a smooth or piecewise smooth boundary. We
demonstrate our estimators in two settings, one shrinking to a ball and the other
shrinking to the cone of nonnegative definite matrices.  2000 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62F10, 60D05, 62F30.
Key words and phrases: JamesStein estimator, second fundamental form, Weyl’s
tube formula, generalized curvature measure, cone of nonnegative definite matrices.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let x be a p-dimensional random column vector distributed according to
the normal distribution Np (+, Ip) with mean vector + and identity
covariance matrix. The problem we consider is estimating the unknown
mean vector + under the loss function
L(+^, +)=&+^&+&2,
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the square of the Euclidean norm, and the risk function
R(+^, +)=E+[L(+^, +)].
It is very well known that when p3 the uniformly minimum variance
unbiased estimator x, which is minimax as well, is inadmissible and its risk
is improved uniformly in + by the JamesStein estimator
+^(x, [+0])=+0+\1& p&2&x&+0&2+ (x&+0) (1)
(James and Stein [7]). Also, let M be a ( p&m)-dimensional affine sub-
space in R p, and denote by xM the orthogonal projection of x onto M. The
estimator
+^(x, M)=xM+\1& m&2&x&xM&2+ (x&xM) (2)
is a version of the JamesStein estimator (1) and dominates the estimator
x when m3.
Here, (1) and (2) are estimators with x shrinking to the particular point
+0 and the affine subspace M, and it is reasonable to apply these estimators
when +=+0 and + # M can be considered as a priori but vague information
on +.
As an extension of these JamesStein type estimators (1) and (2), Bock
[4] considered the case where the unknown mean vector + is assumed to
satisfy several inequalities as a priori, vague information. Let K be a closed
convex polyhedron which is formed by a set of assumed inequalities and let
xK be the orthogonal projection of x onto K. The estimator proposed by
Bock [4] is the estimator with x shrinking in the direction of xK ,
+^(x, K)=xK+\1& m&2&x&xK &2+ (x&xK) if m3,
=x otherwise, (3)
where m is the codimension of the face F of K which contains xK as a
relatively interior point, i.e., p&dim F=m. Although (3) is formally the
same as (2), it is to be noted that m in (3) is a random variable while m
in (2) is a constant. In this paper, we treat the general situation where the
convex set K is not necessarily polyhedral. Under some regularity condi-
tions on the surface K of K, we give estimators of + by shrinkage towards
K as natural extensions of (1), (2), and (3). The estimators we focus on are
JamesStein type because the relation between the rate of shrinkage and
the curvature on the boundary K of K is clearly understood in
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JamesStein type estimators. It is feasible that more sophisticated
shrinkage estimators lead to further improvements in our setup.
The construction of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prepare
notations on the geometry of piecewise smooth surfaces of convex sets. Dis-
tributions of statistics associated with the orthogonal projection onto K are
derived from geometric considerations. Proposed shrinkage estimators
towards K dominating x are given in Section 3.1. The rate of shrinkage is
shown to be determined by the curvature of K at the projection point of
x onto K. Discussions on approximating K by a sequence of polytopes are
given in Section 3.2. By considering a sequence of polytopes Kj converging
to K, a particular estimator we propose is shown to be the limit of a
sequence of estimators +^(x, Kj) in (3). In Section 3.3, we show that our
method is applicable to improving the risk of mle in the model where the
parameter space is restricted to a closed convex cone. In Section 4, we
demonstrate our estimators in two settings. First, we give the shrinkage
estimators towards the ball with center +0 and radius r. It is shown that
when r is sufficiently small the proposed estimators dominate the James
Stein estimator (1). Second, the shrinkage estimators towards the cone of
nonnegative definite matrices which is a typical example of a piecewise
smooth convex set are considered. The performance of these estimators is
investigated by numerical studies.
In related work, Bock [5] gives a different type of shrinkage estimator
towards a ball for spherically symmetric distributions; Chang [6], Judge
et al. [8], and Sengupta and Sen [18] discuss shrinkage estimation when
the parameter space is restricted by linear inequalities. For recent devel-
opments of shrinkage estimation, see also Robert [14], Rukhin [16], and
Kubokawa [10].
2. ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION ONTO A CONVEX SET
In this section we prepare materials from convex analysis and differential
geometry, and derive the distributions associated with orthogonal projec-
tions onto a closed convex set.
Let K be a closed convex set in R p. For each x # R p the orthogonal
projection xK of x onto K satisfying
&x&xK &=min
y # K
&x& y&
is defined uniquely and we have the unique decomposition
x=xK+(x&xK). (4)
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Let K be the boundary of K. For fixed s # K, the normal cone of K at s
is defined by
N(K, s)=[ y&s | yK=s]
(Section 2.2 of Schneider [17]). Note that x&xK # N(K, xK). Depending
on the dimension of the normal cone N(K, s), the boundary K is decom-
posed as
K=D1 (K) _ } } } _ Dp (K) (5)
with
Dm (K)=[s # K | dim N(K, s)=m].
Note that (5) is a disjoint partition of K. Define
Em (K)=[x # R p"K | xK # Dm (K)].
Then we also have a disjoint partition
Rp"K=E1 (K) _ } } } _ Ep (K).
Here we put a regularity condition on smoothness of K.
Assumption 2.1. Dm (K) is a ( p&m)-dimensional C2-manifold consist-
ing of a finite number of relatively open connected components.
Remark 2.1. In this paper we call K ‘‘piecewise smooth’’ if K meets
Assumption 2.1. Moreover, we call K ‘‘smooth’’ if K is piecewise smooth
and Dm (K), m2, are empty.
Fix x  K and suppose that s=xk # Dm (K). From Assumption 2.1, there
exists a C2 local coordinate system s=s(%), %=(%1, ..., % p&m), of Dm (K)
in a neighborhood of s. The tangent space Ts(%) of Dm (K) at s(%) is
spanned by
{ba(%)= s%a (%), a=1, ..., p&m= .
Write an orthonormal basis of Ts(%)= as
[n: (%), :=1, ..., m]
satisfying
(ba(%), n: (%)) =0
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and
(n: (%), n; (%))=$:; (Kronecker’s delta),
where ( , ) denotes the standard inner product. The metric G=G(%) of
Dm (K) at s=s(%) is
G(%)=(gab (%))1a, bp&m
with
gab (%)=(ba(%), bb (%)) .
The (a, b) th element of G(%)&1 is denoted by gab (%).
Note that [ba(%)] are C 1-functions in %, and that we can choose [n: (%)]
so as to be of class C1 as well. For example, [n: (%)] obtained by the
GramSchmidt orthonormalization process of the column vectors of the
matrix Ip&BG&1B$ are of class C1 in %, where B=(b1 (%), ..., bp&m (%)) is
a p_( p&m) matrix. For the differentiability of [n: (%)], see also p. 699 of
Naiman [13] and the references given there.
The second fundamental form H:=H: (%) of Dm (K) at s=s(%) with
respect to the normal direction n: (%) is defined as
H: (%)=(hba:(%))1a, bp&m
with
hba:(%)= :
p&m
c=1
hac: (%) gcb (%), hab: (%)=& 
2s
%a %b
(%), n: (%).
Since Ts(%)= is the affine hull of N(K, s), we can write an element in
N(K, s) as m:=1 t
:n: (%) by introducing a new parameter t=(t1, ..., tm).
Corresponding to the decomposition (4), we have
x=s(%)+n(%, t) (6)
with
n(%, t)= :
m
:=1
t:n: (%),
which is a local one-to-one transformation of x W (%, t). The Jacobian of
the transformation (6) first derived by Weyl [24] is stated in Lemma 2.1
below. Another simpler proof of Lemma 2.1 is given in Appendix A.1.
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Lemma 2.1.
dx=\|Ip&m+H(%, t)| ds(%) dt (7)
with
H(%, t)= :
m
:=1
t:H: (%),
where
ds(%)=- |G(%)| d%1 } } } d% p&m
is the volume element of Dm (K), and dx=dx1 } } } dxp , dt=dt1 } } } dtm.
Remark 2.2. Weyl [24] has derived the Jacobian (7) in order to obtain
the formula for the volume of tube (Weyl’s tube formula).
By means of Lemma 2.1, we can discuss the joint density function of
(%, t) when x is distributed as Np (+, Ip). Note that in our application all
eigenvalues of H(%, t) are nonnegative, and hence |Ip&m+H(%, t)| is always
positive. The following lemmas hold immediately from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let xtNp (+, Ip). Then the conditional density of t=
(t1, ..., tm) given xK=s(%) # Dm (K) is
f (t | %) dt=e(%) } exp[& 12 &n(%, t)&
2+(n(%, t), +&s(%))]
_|Ip&m+H(%, t)| dt
for t such that n(%, t) # N(K, s(%)),
=0 otherwise.
Here e(%) is a normalizing constant depending on %.
Lemma 2.3. Let xtNp (+, Ip). Denote the length of orthogonal projec-
tion by
l=&x&xK &=&n(%, t)&=- : (t:)2 (8)
and put
u=l&1t # Sm&1 (the unit sphere in Rm). (9)
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Then the conditional density of l given xK=s(%) # Dm (K) and u such that
n(%, u) # N(K, s(%)) is
f (l | %, u) dl=e(%, u) } exp[& 12 l
2+l(n(%, u), +&s(%))]
_|Ip&m+lH(%, u)| lm&1 dl
for l0,
=0 otherwise. (10)
Here e(%, u) is a normalizing constant depending on % and u.
3. SHRINKAGE ESTIMATION TOWARDS A CONVEX SET
3.1. Proposed Estimators
As explained in Section 1, we will discuss estimators with x shrinking in
the direction of the orthogonal projection of x onto a closed convex set K,
+^(x, K)=xK+(1&,)(x&xK)
=s(%)+(1&,) n(%, t), (11)
where
,=
c(x)
&x&xK &2
=
c(%, t)
&n(%, t)&2
is the rate of shrinkage. Define ,#0 when x # K. Note that the estimators
(1), (2), and (3) can be written in the form of (11). The problem discussed
here is to determine the function c(x)=c(%, t) for K with a piecewise
smooth boundary.
By applying the Stein method of integration by parts to the conditional
density (10), we obtain an unbiased estimator of the risk difference. In
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 below, we use the symbols l and u which are
defined in (8) and (9).
Lemma 3.1. Assume that, for each x # Em (K), c(x)=c(%, lu) is a con-
tinuous and piecewise differentiable function in l for fixed (%, u) and satisfies
the boundary condition
lim
l  +0, 
c(%, lu)
l
f (l | %, u)=0. (12)
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Then an unbiased estimator 2R@ of conditional risk difference between the
estimators +^(x, K) in (11) and the minimax estimator x under the conditional
distribution (10), that is,
E+[2L | %, u] with 2L=&+^(x, K)&+&2&&x&+&2,
is given by
2R@ =
c2
l2
&2
1
l
c
l
&2
c
l2
(d&2), (13)
where
d=d(x)=d(%, t)=m+tr H(%, t)(I+H(%, t))&1
=m+l tr H(%, u)(I+lH(%, u))&1. (14)
Proof. Since
2L=
c2
l2
&2c+2
c
l
(n(%, u), +&s(%)) ,
it is sufficient to verify that
E+ _cl (n(%, u), +&s(%)) | %, u&=E+ _&
1
l
c
l
&
c
l2
(d&2)+c | %, u& . (15)
Note that (15) is a generalization of Stein’s identity for multivariate normal
mean vectors (Stein [21]). By virtue of the condition (12), (15) is shown
as follows:
0=
c(%, lu)
l
f (l | %, u)}

+0
=e(%, u) |

0

l
exp[l(n(%, u), +&s(%))]
_c(%, lu) exp[&l22] |Ip&m+lH(%, u)| lm&2 dl
+e(%, u) |

0
exp[l(n(%, u), +&s(%))]
_

l
[c(%, lu) exp[&l22] |Ip&m+lH(%, u)| lm&2] dl
=lhs of (15)&rhs of (15).
The proof is completed. K
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Remark 3.1. We will call d(x) in (14) ‘‘average codimension’’ in view of
Remark 3.6 below. As a function of l (for fixed % and u), d(x)=d(%, lu) is
a nondecreasing function such that
lim
l  +0
d(%, lu)=m, lim
l  
d(%, lu)=m+rank H(%, u).
Lemma 3.1 immediately gives the following.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that, for each x # Em (K), c(x)=c(%, lu) satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 3.1, and 2R@ 0 a.e. Then the estimator +^(x, K) in
(11) is a minimax estimator of +. Moreover +^(x, K) dominates the estimator
x unless 2R@ =0 a.e.
Now, we give two types of shrinkage estimators towards the convex set
K whose boundary is piecewise smooth. One is denoted by +^(x, K) and the
other is denoted by +^- (x, K), which are given by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.
Theorem 3.1. For x  K, define d =d (x)=d (%, t) by
d (%, t)=d(%, t) if m2,
=d(%, t)+
1
|Ip&1+H(%, t)|
if m=1, (16)
where m=dim N(K, xK). Then, the estimator +^(x, K) in (11) with c=d &2
(x  K), =0 (x # K), is a minimax estimator, and dominates x unless
m+rank H(%, t)2 a.e. The risk gain &2R=&E+[2L], minus of risk
difference, of the estimator is
E+ _/[m2] } 1l2 [(m&2+tr H(I+H)&1)2+2 tr H(I+H)&2]&
+E+ _/[m=1] } 1l2 {(tr H(I+H)&1&1)2+2 tr H(I+H)&2
&
1
|I+H|2
&2 tr H(I+H)&1 }
1
|I+H|=& , (17)
where H=H(%, t)=lH(%, u) and /[ } ] is the indicator function.
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we give a lemma which
is proved in Appendix A.2.
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Lemma 3.3. Let B be a symmetric matrix such that OBI, that is,
both B and I&B are nonnegative definite. Then
(tr B)2+1&|I&B|2&2 tr(B2)&2 tr B } |I&B|0, (18)
and the equality holds iff rank B1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The function c(x)=d (x)&2 is continuous and
differentiable in l.
The unbiased estimator of the risk gain &2R@ when m2 is the content
of the expectation in the first term in (17), which is nonnegative. Moreover,
&2R@ is positive for m3; or for m=2 and rank H1. When m=1, &2R@
reduces to 1l2 times the lhs of (18) with B=H(I+H)&1. Note that
rank B=rank H. Therefore, &2R@ is always nonnegative, and is positive iff
m3; or m=2 and rank H1; or m=1 and rank H2. These three cases
are summarized as m+rank H3.
Now, it remains to check the boundary condition (12). Since c(x) is
bounded, the boundary condition (12) holds obviously for m3. It holds
that liml   (c(%, lu)l ) f (l | %, u)=0 for m=1, 2. Moreover when m=2,
c
l
=
d&2
l
 tr H(%, u), f (l | %, u)  0, as l  +0,
and hence (12) also holds for m=2. When m=1, we have
c
l
=
d &2
l
 0, f (l | %, u)  e(%, u), as l  +0,
and (12) holds for m=1. The proof is completed. K
The estimator given in Theorem 3.1 may seem complicated at first
glance. However, the motivation for it will be revealed in Section 3.2.
The estimator +^- (x, K) given in Theorem 3.2 below is a modification of
+^(x, K) only in the region E1 (K) and has a simpler form.
Theorem 3.2. For x # K, define d(x)#0. Let m=dim N(K, xK). The
estimator in (11) with c(x)=max[d(x)&2, 0], that is,
+^- (x, K)=xK+\1& d(x)&2&x&xK &2+ (x&xK) if d(x)>2,
=x otherwise, (19)
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is a minimax estimator, which dominates x unless m+rank H(%, t)2 a.e.
The risk gain &2R of the estimator is
E+ _/[d(x)>2] } 1l2 [(m&2+tr H(I+H)&1)2+2 tr H(I+H)&2]& , (20)
where H=H(%, t)=lH(%, u).
Proof. The function c(x)=max[d(x)&2, 0] is continuous and piece-
wise differentiable in l.
The unbiased estimator of the risk gain &2R@ , the content of the expec-
tation in (20), is nonnegative, and positive when d(x)>2. It holds
that d(x)>2 with a positive probability unless m+rank H2 a.e. (see
Remark 3.1).
For the boundary condition (12), we only have to verify the case m=1.
Since c(x)=c(%, lu) is bounded, we have liml   (c(%, lu)l ) f (l | %, u)=0.
Since d=d(%, lu) is a continuous nondecreasing function in l, and
d&2  &1 as l  +0, it holds that
c
l
=
max[d&2, 0]
l
 0 as l  +0.
Noting again that f (l | %, u)  e(%, u) as l  +0, we see (12) holds for
m=1. The proof is completed. K
Remark 3.2. Because max[d(x), 2]=d(x)=d (x) for m2, +^- (x, K)=
+^(x, K) holds for x # Em (K), m2, and for x # K. For x # E1 (K),
d (x)&2max[d(x)&2, 0] (see also (48) and (51) of Appendix A.3) and
the shrinkage by +^- (x, K) of Theorem 3.2 towards K is less or equal to the
shrinkage by +^(x, K) of Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3.3. When K is polyhedral, it holds that H(%, t)#0 and hence
d(x) in (14) becomes m. In this case the estimators +^(x, K) of Theorem 3.1
and +^- (x, K) of Theorem 3.2 reduce to Bock’s estimator (3). They
obviously reduce to the JamesStein estimator (1) or (2) if K=[+0] or K
is an affine subspace M. Therefore the estimators +^(x, K) and +^- (x, K) can
be considered as extensions of the JamesStein estimator for K with a
piecewise smooth boundary.
Remark 3.4. Besides the estimators +^(x, K) and +^- (x, K), we can give
estimators which satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 and reduce to
Bock’s estimator (3) when K is polyhedral. For example, the estimator
defined by c(x)=max[m&2, 0] is such an estimator. However, we will
show in Section 3.2 that the estimator +^(x, K) of Theorem 3.1 is the natural
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extension of Bock’s estimator, and in this paper we focus on the estimator
+^(x, K) and its modification +^- (x, K).
Remark 3.5. The estimator given by Theorem 3.2 has a Baranchik type
extension ([1]). Let r(l), l0, be a continuous and piecewise differentiable
function such that 0r(l )2, r$(l )0 a.e. Then the estimator in (11) with
c(x)=r(l ) max[d(x)&2, 0], l=&x&xK&, is a minimax estimator. The
proof is parallel to that of Theorem 3.2 and omitted.
3.2. Approximation by a Sequence of Polytopes
Here we confirm that the estimator +^(x, K) defined by Theorem 3.1 is the
natural generalization of Bock’s estimator (3) by approximating K by a
sequence of polytopes. Throughout this subsection we assume that K is
compact.
The convex hull of a finite number of points is called polytope. For any
compact convex set K, there exists a sequence Kj , j=1, 2, ..., of polytopes
which converges to K in the sense of Hausdorff distance
\(K1 , K2)=inf[*0 | K1 /K2+*U and K2 /K1+*U],
where U is the unit ball in R p (e.g., Corollary 3.1.7 of Webster [23]).
Consider the estimator +^(x, Kj) of (3) with respect to the polytope Kj .
Denote m in (3) by d(x, Kj), max[d(x, Kj), 2] by d (x, Kj), d(x) in (14) by
d(x, K), and d (x) in (16) by d (x, K).
Theorem 3.3. Let Kj , j=1, 2, ..., be a sequence of polytopes which con-
verge to K in the sense of Hausdorff distance. Let A be a bounded,
Borel-measurable set in R p satisfying
A/Em (K) and dist(A, K)>0,
where
dist(A, K)=inf[&x& y& | x # A, y # K].
Then it holds that
lim
j   |A d(x, Kj) dx=|A d(x, K) dx, (21)
lim
j   |A d (x, Kj) dx=|A d (x, K) dx, (22)
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and
lim
j   |A +^(x, Kj) dx=|A +^(x, K) dx, (23)
where dx is the Lebesgue measure of R p.
Theorem 3.3 states that the estimator +^(x, K) is the limit of a sequence
of Bock’s estimators +^(x, Kj) in a sense of weak convergence of measures.
The proof is given in Appendix A.3.
Remark 3.6. d(x, K) can be interpreted as an average of codimensions
in the sense of (24). Abbreviate Ek (Kj) as Ekj . From (21), we see for large
j that
:
k
k } Vol(A & Ekj)=|
A
d(x, Kj) dx
r|
A
d(x, K) dx=d(x*, K) } Vol(A),
where x* is a point in A, and hence
:
k
k }
Vol(A & Ekj)
Vol(A)
rd(x*, K). (24)
The lhs of (24) is the average of codimension k with respect to the ratios
of the volume of Ekj in A.
3.3. Improving the Mle Restricted to a Closed Convex Cone
In this subsection, we consider the multivariate normal mean model
Np (+, Ip) where the mean vector + is restricted to a closed convex cone, say
C, in R p. This is a typical model which has been studied extensively in the
field of order restricted inference (Barlow et al. [2], Robertson et al. [15],
and Shapiro [19]). When x is observed, the restricted mle of + is given as
the point xC which attains min+ # C &x&+&. Sengupta and Sen [18] showed
that, when C is polyhedral, the risk of restricted mle xC is improved by
shrinkage towards the origin. We now demonstrate that their proposition
holds for more general cones which are not necessarily polyhedral.
A class of shrinkage estimators considered here is of the form
(1&,) xC with ,=c(x)&xC&2. (25)
Denote the dual cone of C by C*. Since
x=xC+xC* , (xC , xC*)=0,
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the difference of losses between the shrinkage estimator (25) and the
restricted mle xC is
2L=&(1&,) xC&+&2&&xC&+&2
=&xC*+(1&,) xC&+&2&&xC*+xC&+&2
=&xC*+(1&,) xC&+&2&&x&+&2.
Because xC*+(1&,) xC is the estimator (11) with K=C*, the coefficient
, of the rate of shrinkage can be determined by the method developed in
Section 3.1 as long as C* satisfies Assumption 2.1.
4. EXAMPLES
In this final section we demonstrate our method by giving shrinkage
estimators towards smooth and piecewise smooth convex boundaries.
4.1. Shrinkage Estimators towards a Ball
Let K=[x | &x&+0&r] be the ball in R p with center +0 and radius r.
Let x be a p-dimensional random vector distributed according to Np (+, Ip).
We consider the estimators +^(x, K) and +^- (x, K) in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
by shrinkage towards the ball K. Put +0=0 for simplicity.
Assume that x  K. Then xK=(r&x&) x and m=dim N(K, xK)=1. By
choosing a suitable local coordinate system, we have that
H=
l
r
Ip&1 with l=&x&&r,
and that
d(x)=1+( p&1)
l
r+l
,
d (x)=d(x)+\ rr+l+
p&1
.
The estimator +^(x, K) in this model is
+^r (x)=\1&p&2&(rl )(1&(r&x&)
p&2)
&x&2 + x if &x&>r,
=x otherwise. (26)
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Note that
d(x)&2>0  &x&>
p&1
p&2
r.
The estimator +^- (x, K) (19) in this model is
+^-r (x)=\1&p&2&rl&x&2 + x if &x&>
p&1
p&2
r,
=x otherwise. (27)
The following theorem states the comparison of the risks of estimators +^r
and +^-r with those of the JamesStein estimator +^JS of (1) with +0=0 and
the positive-part JamesStein estimator
+^JS+ (x)=max \1&p&2&x&2 , 0+ x. (28)
A proof together with the expressions for the risk gains of the estimators
are given in Appendix A.4.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that p3.
(a) For sufficiently small r>0, both +^r in (26) and +^-r in (27) dominate
+^JS .
(b) For any r>0, +^JS+ in (28) does not dominate either +^r or +^-r .
Remark 4.1. Kubokawa [7, Thm. 4.1] gives a wide class of estimators
which dominate the JamesStein estimator. We see that the estimators +^r
and +^-r do not belong to Kubokawa’s class, because in (26) and (27)
c(x)tp&2&
r
- t
as t=&x&2  ,
which does not meet the condition (b) of Theorem 4.1 of Kubokawa [9].
Table 4.1 shows the estimated risk gains
&2R=E+[&x&+&2]&E+[&+^(x)&+&2] (29)
for the estimators +^JS , +^JS+ , +^r , and +^-r by Monte Carlo method with
1,000,000 replications. In this study, we put the dimension p=5 and
+=(+1 , 0, ..., 0), 0+110. We can confirm that when r=0.25 and 0.5 the
risk gains of +^JS are smaller than those of +^r and +^-r uniformly in the non-
centrality parameter *=+21 . We also see that, for any r>0, +^JS+ does not
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TABLE 4.1
Risk Gains of Estimators by Shrinkage to the Ball
(Monte Carlo Simulation with 1,000,000 Replications)
p +1 +^JS +^JS+ +^r=0.25 +^r=0.5 +^r=1 +^r=2 +^-r=0.25 +^
-
r=0.5 +^
-
r=1 +^
-
r=2
5 0.00 3.00 3.60 3.17 3.32 3.05 1.07 3.19 3.35 2.81 0.41
0.40 2.90 3.49 3.07 3.21 2.98 1.09 3.08 3.24 2.77 0.43
0.80 2.64 3.17 2.79 2.92 2.77 1.14 2.80 2.95 2.61 0.51
1.20 2.29 2.72 2.40 2.51 2.46 1.20 2.41 2.54 2.37 0.62
1.60 1.90 2.22 1.98 2.07 2.09 1.24 1.98 2.09 2.06 0.74
2.00 1.53 1.75 1.59 1.65 1.72 1.22 1.59 1.67 1.73 0.86
2.40 1.22 1.35 1.26 1.30 1.38 1.15 1.26 1.31 1.41 0.93
2.80 0.97 1.04 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.04 1.00 1.03 1.12 0.93
3.20 0.78 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.82 0.89 0.88
3.60 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.70 0.76 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.79
4.00 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.57 0.63 0.53 0.54 0.58 0.67
4.40 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.47 0.53 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.56
4.80 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.40 0.44 0.38 0.38 0.40 0.47
5.20 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.37 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.39
5.60 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.32 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.33
6.00 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.28
6.40 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.24
6.80 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21
7.20 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.19
7.60 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17
8.00 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15
8.40 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14
8.80 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
9.20 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
9.60 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
10.00 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
dominate either +^r or +^-r . For example, when +1=6.00 the risk gain of
+^JS+ is less than those of +^r and +^-r .
4.2. Estimation of Nonnegative Definite Mean Matrix
Let Sp be the set of p_p symmetric matrices. We consider Sp as a metric
vector space with the inner product
(W1 , W2) =tr W1W2=:
i
w1iiw2ii+ :
i< j
(- 2 w1ij)(- 2 w2ij)
for W1=(w1ij), W2=(w2ij) # Sp . The norm is denoted by &W&=- tr W 2,
W # Sp . Let C in Sp be the cone formed by p_p nonnegative definite
matrices, i.e.,
C=[W # Sp | WO].
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Note that C is self-dual, i.e., C*=&C. As mentioned in Takemura and
Kuriki [22], C (and hence C* as well) is a typical example of closed con-
vex set whose boundary is not smooth but piecewise smooth. The partition
(5) of the boundary C is
C= .
p
i=1
Di(i+1)2 (C),
where
Di(i+1)2 (C)=[W # C | rank W= p&i].
The statistical model considered here is as follows. Let X=(xij) # Sp be
a symmetric random matrix whose components are distributed inde-
pendently as
xii tN(+ii , 1), - 2 xij tN(- 2 + ij , 1) (i< j).
Then, the joint distribution of X can be written as
1
2p2? p( p+1)4
exp[& 12 &X&M&
2] ‘
i j
dxij ,
where M=(+ij) is the mean matrix. Furthermore, we assume that M is
nonnegative definite. This model arises as the limit of multivariate variance
components model when the number of blocks goes to infinity. See Kuriki
[11] and the references given there. We discuss here the estimation of M.
Write the spectral decomposition of X # Sp as
X=Q4Q$=(Q1 Q2) \41O
O
42 +\
Q$1
Q$2+ ,
where l1 } } } lp are the eigenvalues of X, r is the integer such that
l1 } } } lr0>lr+1 } } } lp , 41=diag(l1 , ..., lr), and 42=diag(lr+1 , ..., lp).
Q1 and Q2 are p_r and p_( p&r) matrices such that Q=(Q1 Q2) is
orthogonal. The orthogonal projections of X onto C and its dual cone C*
are given as
XC=Q141Q$1 and XC*=Q242Q$2 ,
respectively.
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The restricted mle of M under the restriction M # C is XC . According to
Section 3.3, we can construct the shrinkage estimator
(1&,) XC with ,=
c(X)
tr 421
, (30)
which dominates XC .
In order to determine the function c(X), we need the explicit form of the
second fundamental form of the boundary of C*=&C, which has been
derived by Kuriki and Takemura [12].
Lemma 4.1. Non-zero eigenvalues of the second fundamental form
H=H(XC* , XC) of Dr(r+1)2 (C*) at XC*=Q242Q$2 with respect to the
normal direction XC=Q141 Q$1 # N(C*, XC*) are
li
&lj
, i=1, ..., r, j=r+1, ..., p. (31)
From Lemma 4.1, d in (14) in this model is
d(X)=r(r+1)2+tr H(I+H)&1
=
r(r+1)
2
+ :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
li
li&lj
. (32)
d in (16) is
d (X)=d(X) if r2,
=d(X)+ ‘
p
j=2 \
&lj
l1&lj+ if r=1.
The shrinkage estimator of M by the method of Theorem 3.1 is (30)
with
,=
1
ri=1 l
2
i
[d (X)&2] if r1,
=0 otherwise.
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The risk gain (17) for this estimator is
EM[&XC&M&2]&EM[&(1&,) XC&M&2]
=EM _/[r1] } 1ri=1 l2i {\
r(r+1)
2
&2+ :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
l i
li&lj+
2
+2 :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
&li lj
(li&lj)2=
&/[r=1] }
1
l21 {‘
p
j=2 \
&lj
l1&lj+
2
+2 :
p
j=2
l1
l1&l j
} ‘
p
j=2 \
&lj
l1&l j+=& . (33)
The shrinkage estimator by Theorem 3.2 is (30) with
,-=
1
ri=1 l
2
i
max[d(X)&2, 0] if r1,
=0 otherwise.
The risk gain (20) for this estimator is
EM[&XC&M&2]&EM[&(1&,-) XC&M&2]
=EM _/[d(X)>2] } 1ri=1 l2i {\
r(r+1)
2
&2+ :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
li
li&l j+
2
+2 :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
&li lj
(li&lj)2=& . (34)
Table 4.2 is a numerical study for the proposed estimators. We put the
size of matrix p=2, 4, and the nonnegative definite mean matrix
M=diag(m1 , ..., mp), m1 } } } mp0, without loss of generality. Note
that the risk of the estimator X is
EM[&X&M&2]= 12 p( p+1),
which is 3 for p=2 and 10 for p=4. In Table 4.2, the columns labeled
‘‘projection,’’ ‘‘shrinkage,’’ and ‘‘shrinkage-’’ are the estimated values of
EM[&X&M&2]&EM[&XC&M&2]
=EM _( p&r)( p&r+1)& :
p
j=r+1
l2j +2 :
r
i=1
:
p
j=r+1
&l j
li&l j& , (35)
(33), and (34), which are the risk gains by projection to C and by
shrinkage towards the origin of the two proposed estimators. We evaluated the
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TABLE 4.2
Risk Gains by Projection and Shrinkage
(Monte Carlo Simulation with 1,000,000 Replications)
p (m1 , ..., mp) * projection shrinkage shrinkage-
2 (0, 0) 0 1.503 0.148 0.148
(1, 0) 1 1.212 0.165 0.165
(2, 0) 4 0.896 0.103 0.103
(3, 0) 9 0.753 0.053 0.053
(4, 0) 16 0.688 0.030 0.030
(5, 0) 25 0.651 0.019 0.019
(1, 1)- 2 1 1.134 0.211 0.211
(2, 2)- 2 4 0.524 0.172 0.172
(3, 3)- 2 9 0.149 0.109 0.109
(4, 4)- 2 16 0.026 0.066 0.066
(5, 5)- 2 25 0.003 0.042 0.042
4 (0, 0, 0, 0) 0 5.000 3.276 3.267
(1, 0, 0, 0) 1 4.677 3.036 3.036
(2, 0, 0, 0) 4 4.220 2.337 2.338
(3, 0, 0, 0) 9 3.912 1.634 1.635
(4, 0, 0, 0) 16 3.723 1.134 1.134
(5, 0, 0, 0) 25 3.599 0.811 0.811
(1, 1, 0, 0)- 2 1 4.619 3.143 3.143
(2, 2, 0, 0)- 2 4 3.899 2.655 2.655
(3, 3, 0, 0)- 2 9 3.268 2.059 2.059
(4, 4, 0, 0)- 2 16 2.846 1.539 1.539
(5, 5, 0, 0)- 2 25 2.579 1.151 1.151
(1, 1, 1, 0)- 3 1 4.589 3.227 3.227
(2, 2, 2, 0)- 3 4 3.694 2.901 2.901
(3, 3, 3, 0)- 3 9 2.762 2.428 2.428
(4, 4, 4, 0)- 3 16 2.054 1.930 1.930
(5, 5, 5, 0)- 3 25 1.612 1.497 1.497
(1, 1, 1, 1)2 1 4.572 3.296 3.297
(2, 2, 2, 2)2 4 3.559 3.106 3.106
(3, 3, 3, 3)2 9 2.353 2.761 2.761
(4, 4, 4, 4)2 16 1.278 2.328 2.328
(5, 5, 5, 5)2 25 0.548 1.876 1.876
risk gains by averaging the unbiased estimators given by the rhs’s of (35),
(33), and (34) by Monte Carlo simulations with 1,000,000 replications.
From the simulation results we see that the risk gains by projection and
shrinkage are nonincreasing in each element of the diagonal matrix M.
Moreover, under the condition that *=&M&2 is fixed, the risk gain by
shrinkage is larger as the variation of m1 , ..., mp is smaller; while the risk
gain by projection is larger as the variation of m1 , ..., mp is larger. Also,
although the risk gain of (34) seems slightly larger than that of (33), the
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difference is very little. In particular, when p=2 these values are exactly the
same because rank H=1 for r=1.
Remark 4.2. We have obtained the unbiased estimator of risk dif-
ference (13) with d in (32) through the second fundamental form (31). But
in this model, we can also derive it directly by the method of Sheena [20].
APPENDIX
A.1. Proof of Lemma 2.1
We introduce here a notational convention for indices; when some
indices appear twice, the symbols of summation are abbreviated and terms
are summed up with respect to the indices.
From the representation by components of (6), we have
xi=si+t:n i: ,
and therefore
dxi=\bia+t: n i:%a + d%a+ni: dt:, (36)
where
s
%a
=ba=(b1a , ..., bpa)$, n:=(n1: , ..., np:)$.
By multiplying (36) by bib , and summing up with respect to i=1, ..., p,
we have
bib dxi=(gab+t:hab:) d%a. (37)
Here we used the relation
bib
ni:
%a
=&
b ib
%a
ni:=hab: .
On the other hand, by multiplying (36) by ni; , and summing up with
respect to i=1, ..., p, we have
ni; dxi=t:ni;
ni:
%a
d%a+dt;. (38)
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Combining (37) and (38), we have
det(b1 , ..., bp&m , n1 , ..., nm) > dx i=det(gab+t:hab:) > d%a > dt:.
Since
|det(b1 , ..., bp&m , n1 , ..., nm)|
=[det(b1 , ..., bp&m , n1 , ..., nm)$ (b1 , ..., bp&m , n1 , ..., nm)]12
=det \(gab)O
O
Im+
12
=det(gab)12,
it holds that
> dxi=\det($ba+t
:hba:) det(gab)
12 > d%a > dt:.
The proof is completed.
A.2. Proof of Lemma 3.3
We will prove Lemma 3.3 by mathematical induction with respect to the
dimension p of the matrix B. Without loss of generality, we assume that
B=diag(bi)1ip with 0b i1.
We see easily that the statement holds when p=1.
Assume that the statement holds for the ( p&1)_( p&1) matrix Bp&1 .
The lhs of (18) with
B=Bp=\Bp&10
0
bp+
reduces to the quadratic polynomial in bp ,
f (bp)=c2b2p+c1 bp+c0 ,
where
c2=&(|I&Bp&1|&1)20.
Note that c2=0  Bp&1=O. Moreover c0 is the lhs of (18) with B=Bp&1 ,
and therefore we have by the assumption of mathematical induction that
c0= f (0)0 and f (0)=0  rank Bp&11. On the other hand,
f (1)=(tr Bp&1)2+2 tr Bp&1 (I&Bp&1)0, (39)
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and the equality in (39) holds iff Bp&1=O. Since f ( } ) is concave, we have
f (bp)0 for 0bp1. The equality f (bp)=0 holds iff
f (0)=0 if bp=0,
f (1)=0 if bp=1,
f (0)= f (1)=0 and c2=0 if 0<bp<1.
At least one of these three cases holds iff rank Bp1. The proof is com-
pleted.
A.3. Proof of Theorem 3.3
Proof of (21) and (22). Fix a bounded open subset A0 of R p satisfying
A0 /Em (K) and dist(A0 , K)>0. Let B(A0) be the Borel field generated
by open sets of the topological subspace A0 in R p with the relative topol-
ogy. (21) and (22) are equivalent to the statement that the measures &j and
& j defined by
&j (A)=|
A
d(x, K j) dx and & j (A)=|
A
d (x, K j) dx
converge weakly to the measures & and & defined by
&(A)=|
A
d(x, K) dx and & (A)=|
A
d (x, K) dx,
respectively, where A # B(A0). To prove these, we only have to show that
(21) and (22) hold for any open set A/A0 (e.g., Thm. III.1 of Bergstro m
[3]). Before preceding to the proof, we prepare some materials mainly
from Sections 4.14.2 of Schneider [17].
For x  K define
lK (x)=&x&xK &>0
and
uK (x)=(x&xK)lK (x) # S p&1.
We consider the triplet (lK (x), xK , uK (x)) as a point of R+_R p_S p&1.
Let ‘/R+_R p_S p&1 be a bounded open set. Let
‘ =[l # R+ | (l, q, u) # ‘]
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and for \ # ‘ let
’\=[(q, u) # R p_S p&1 | (\, q, u) # ‘]. (40)
Since xK is continuous in x (and so are lK (x) and uK (x)) by Lemma 1.8.9
of Schneider [17],
A=[x # R p | (lK (x), xK , uK (x)) # ‘] (41)
is a bounded open set as well. The volume of A in R p is given by
Vol(A)=|
‘
d\
d
d\
+\ (K, ’)} ’=’\ ,
where +\ (K, ’) is the volume of the local parallel set
[x # Rp | 0<lK (x)\, (xK , uK (x)) # ’].
By virtue of the formula for +\ (K, ’) (Thm. 4.2.1 of Schneider [17]), we
can write
Vol(A)=|
‘
d\ {1p :
p
:=1
:\:&1 \p:+ 3p&: (K, ’\)= , (42)
where 3p&: (K, } ) is the generalized curvature measure.
On the other hand, if A/Em (K),
Vol(A)=|
A
dx
=|
‘
\m&1 d\ |
(s(%), n(%, u)) # ’\
|Ip&m+\H(%, u)| ds(%) du
=|
‘
d\ :
p
:=m
\:&1 |
’\
tr:&m H(%, u) ds(%) du, (43)
where trk H is the k th elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of
H for k1 and tr0 H#1. Therefore, comparing (42) and (43), we have in
this case
:
p \
p
:+ 3p&: (K, ’)=|’ tr:&m H(%, u) ds(%) du for :m,
=0 otherwise. (44)
Now, by preparing three lemmas we first prove (21).
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Let ‘ be a bounded open subset of R+_R p_S p&1, and define A by
(41). Assume that for each \, ’\ in (40) is a continuous set of the measure
3p&: (K, } ) and that A/Em (K) and dist(A, K)>0. Let
Aj=[x # R p | (lKj (x), xKj , uKj (x)) # ‘].
Note that for large j, lKj (x)>0 and uKj (x) is well-defined.
Lemma A.1. As j  ,
|
Aj
d(x, Kj) dx  |
A
d(x, K) dx. (45)
Proof. From the property of weak convergence of the generalized
curvature measure (Thm. 4.2.1 of Schneider [17]), it holds that
3p&: (Kj , ’\)  3p&: (K, ’\). (46)
Abbreviate Ek (K) as Ek . Since
Vol(Aj & Ek)=|
‘
\k&1d\_\the coefficient of \k&1 in dd\ +\ (Kj , ’)+}’=’\ ,
we have
|
Aj
d(x, K j) dx= :
p
k=1
k Vol(Aj & Ek)
=|
‘
d\ :
p
k=1
k2
p \
p
k+ \k&13p&k (Kj , ’\). (47)
On the other hand, for x=s(%)+ln(%, u) we have
d(x, K)=m+l tr H(I+lH)&1= :
p
:=m
:
l:&m tr:&m H
|I+lH|
(48)
with H=H(%, u), and hence using (44) we have
|
A
d(x, K) dx=|
‘
d\ |
’\
:
p
:=m
:
\:&m tr:&m H
|I+\H|
} |I+\H| \m&1 ds(%) du
=|
‘
d\ :
p
:=m
:\:&1
:
p \
p
:+ 3p&: (K, ’\). (49)
Comparing (47) and (49), we show (45) by (46). K
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Lemma A.2. As j  ,
|
Aj
d(x, Kj) dx&|
A
d(x, Kj) dx  0. (50)
Proof. Since xKj  xK , lKj (x)  lK (x), and uKj (x)  uK (x) (Lemma 1.8.9
of Schneider [17]), we see that /Aj (x)  /A (x) for
x  N=[x | (lK (x), xK , uK (x)) # ‘].
From the assumption on A that ’\ in (40) is a continuous set of
3p&: (K, } ), Vol(N)=0 by (42) and therefore /Aj (x)  /A (x) a.s. Since we
can assume that [Kj] and hence [Aj] as well are uniformly bounded,
|lhs of (50)|p | |/Aj (x)&/A (x)| dx  0. K
Finally in order to prove (21) for any open set A it suffices to prove the
following lemma.
Lemma A.3. For each bounded open set A/R p satisfying the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.3, there exists a bounded open set ‘/R+_R p_S p&1
satisfying (41) such that ’\ defined by (40) is a continuous set of the
generalized curvature measure 3p&: (K, } ).
Proof. Let U= be the open ball in R p with radius =, and let the linear
hull of N(K, xK) be denoted by lin N(K, xK). Then, for sufficient small
=>0,
‘=[(\, q, u) | \ # ‘ , (q, u) # ’\]
with
‘ =[lK (x) # R+ | x # A],
’\=[(q, u&u&) # R p_S p&1 | lK (x)=\, x # A,
q&xK # lin N(K, xK) & U= , u&uK (x) # lin N(K, xK)= & U=]
is such a set. K
The proof of (21) is completed.
For proving (22), replace the equations (47) and (48) with
|
Aj
d (x, Kj) dx= :
p
k=1
max(k, 2) } Vol(Aj & Ek)
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and
d (x, K)=m+l tr H(I+lH)&1+/[m=1] }
1
|I+lH|
= :
p
:=m
max(:, 2) }
l:&m tr:&m H
|I+lH|
. (51)
We see that the proof of (22) is parallel to that of (21). The proof is com-
pleted.
Proof of (23). Let +^i (x, Kj) and +^i (x, K) be i th coordinates of +^(x, Kj)
and +^(x, K), respectively. Then
|
A
+^i (x, K j) dx&|
A
+^i (x, K) dx
=&|
A {
(x&xKj) i
&x&xKj &
2&
(x&xK) i
&x&xK &2= (d (x, Kj)&2) dx
&|
A
(x&xK) i
&x&xK &2
[& j (dx)&& (dx)]. (52)
Since (x&xKj) i &x&xKj &
2&(x&xK) i &x&xK&2 converges to 0 on the
compact set cl A (the closure of A) and that |d (x, Kj)&2|p&2, the first
term of rhs of (52) converges to 0. The second term also converges to 0
because (x&xK)i &x&xK &2 is bounded and the measure & j converges
weakly to & . The proof is completed.
A.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1
Note that the risk gains (29) of the estimators +^JS , +^JS+ , +^r , and +^-r are
written as
&2RJS =E+ _( p&2)
2
&x&2 & ,
&2RJS+=E+ _/[&x&2>p&2] ( p&2)
2
&x&2
+/[&x&2p&2] (2p&&x&2)& ,
&2Rr=E+ _/[&x&>r] {( p&2)
2
&x&2
+
r
&x&3
f1 \ r&x&+=&
&2R-r =E+ _/[&x&>(( p&1)( p&2)) r] {( p&2)
2
&x&2
+
r
&x&3
f2 \ r&x&+=& ,
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respectively, where
f1 (t)=
1
(1&t)2
[2&t&t2p&3&(2p&2)(1&t) t p&2],
f2 (t)=
2&t
(1&t)2
.
Proof of (a). The risk differences between +^JS and +^r , and between +^JS
and +^-r are
2RJS&2Rr=E+[ g1 (&x&)&h1 (&x&)]
and
2RJS&2R-r =E+[ g2 (&x&)&h2 (&x&)],
respectively, where
gi (&x&)=/[&x&>ci]
r
&x&3
fi \ r&x&+ ,
hi (&x&)=/[&x&ci]
( p&2)2
&x&2
, i=1, 2,
with
c1=r, c2=
p&1
p&2
r.
Since f1 (t) is a polynomial of (2p&5)th degree in t, and
f1 (t)=
1
1&t {1+ :
2p&4
j=0
t j&(2p&2) t p&2=
>
1
1&t
[1+(2p&3) tj=0
2 p&4 j(2p&3)&(2p&2) t p&2]
=
1&t p&2
1&t
>1 for 0<t<1, (53)
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we have f1 (t)1 for 0t1. Here the first inequality in (53) holds by the
convexity of tx. Also, f2 (t)1 for 0t<1 holds obviously. Hence, we
have
gi (&x&)/[&x&>ci]
r
&x&3
, i=1, 2.
Now we evaluate the expectations of hi and gi in turn, and then give a
lower bound of E+[ gi&hi].
Since &x&2 is distributed according to the noncentral chi-squared dis-
tribution with p degrees of freedom and the noncentrality parameter *=
&+&2, it holds that
E+[hi]=( p&2)2 :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
e&*2 |
ci
2
0
1
v
}
v p2+k&1
2 p2+k1( p2+k)
e&v2 dv
( p&2)2 :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
e&*2 |
ci
2
0
v p2+k&2
2 p2+k1( p2+k)
dv
=( p&2)2 :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
e&*2
c p+2k&2i
2 p2+k ( p2+k&1) 1( p2+k)
.
By putting
F(c)=max
k0
c2k
2 p2 ( p2+k&1) 1( p2+k)
<,
we have
E+[hi]( p&2)2 c p&2i F(ci) :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
}
1
2k
e&*2
=( p&2)2 c p&2i F(ci) e
&*4. (54)
In the case p4, it holds that
E+[ gi]E+ _/[&x&>ci] r&x&3&
=r :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
e&*2 |

ci
2
1
v32
}
v p2+k&1
2 p2+k1( p2+k)
e&v2 dv
=r :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
e&*2 akG p&3+2k (c2i ),
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where
ak=
1(( p&3)2+k)
2321( p2+k)
,
and G & (t)=P(/2&t) is the upper probability of chi-squared distribution
with & degrees of freedom. Noting that
aka~ k=
1
232 (( p&1)2+k)(( p&3)2+k)
, G p&3+2k (c2i )G 1 (c
2
i ),
for p4, k0, and putting
M=min
k0
(32)k a~ k<,
we have
E+[ gi]MrG 1 (c2i ) :

k=0
(*2)k
k !
}
1
(32)k
e&*2=MrG 1 (c2i ) e
&*6. (55)
Therefore, by (54) and (55), we have
E+[ gi&hi]MrG 1 (c2i ) e
&*6&( p&2)2 c p&2i F(ci) e
&*4. (56)
Note that ci=r or (( p&1)( p&2)) r, and that G 1 ( } ) and F( } ) are nonin-
creasing and nondecreasing, respectively. For a sufficiently small r>0, the
rhs of (56) is positive for all *, and the proof in the case p4 is completed.
In the case p=3,
E+[ gi]re&*2 |

ci
2
v&1
2321(32)
e&v2 dv
+r } (*2) :

k=1
(*2)k&1
(k&1)!
e&*2bk G 2k (c2i )
=I1+I2 (say),
where
bk=
1(k)
232k1(32+k)
.
Here
I1re&*2 |
1
ci
2
v&1
2321(32)
e&12 dv=
1
- 2?e
re&*2 log
1
c2i
.
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Also noting that
bkb k=
1
232k2 (k+1)
for k1, and by putting
N=min
k1
(32)k&1 b k<,
we have
I2
N
2
r* :

k=1
(*2)k&1
(k&1)!
}
1
(32)k&1
e&*2G 2 (c2i )=
N
2
rG 2 (c2i ) *e
&*6,
and hence
E+[ gi]
1
- 2?e
r log
1
c2i
} e&*2+
N
2
rG 2 (c2i ) *e
&*6. (57)
By (54) and (57), we see
E+[ gi&hi]
1
- 2?e
r log
1
c2i
} e&*2+
N
2
rG 2 (c2i ) *e
&*6&ciF(ci) e&*4,
which is, for a sufficiently small r>0, positive for all *.
The proof is completed.
Proof of (b). Let
d1=max(r, - p&2), d2=max \p&1p&2 r, - p&2+ .
Since
&2RJS+
E+ _/[&x&>di] ( p&2)
2
&x&2
+/[&x&di] max {( p&2)
2
&x&2
, 2p&&x&2=&
E+ _/[&x&>di] ( p&2)
2
&x&2
+/[&x&di]
p2
&x&2&
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for i=1, 2, and
&2Rr E+ _/[&x&>d1] {( p&2)
2
&x&2
+
r
&x&3
f1 \ r&x&+=& ,
&2R-r E+ _/[&x&>d2] {( p&2)
2
&x&2
+
r
&x&3
f2 \ r&x&+=& ,
we see
2RJS+&2Rr E+[ g~ 1 (&x&)&h 1 (&x&)],
2RJS+&2R-r E+[ g~ 2 (&x&)&h 2 (&x&)],
where
g~ i (&x&)=/[&x&>di]
r
&x&3
f i \ r&x&+ ,
h i (&x&)=/[&x&di]
p2
&x&2
, i=1, 2.
In the same manner as in the proof of (a), we have
E+[ g~ i&h i]MrG 1 (d2i ) e
&*6& p2dp&2i F(d i) e
&*4
for p4,

1
- 2?e
r log
1
d2i
} e&*2+
N
2
rG 2 (d2i ) *e
&*6&9d iF(d i) e&*4
for p=3,
which is, for any fixed di>0, positive for a sufficiently large *. The proof
is completed.
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